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This is a work of fiction. All sexually active characters are at least of 18 years or older. Any
resemblance to events or people, past or present, living or dead, is not just coincidental but would
be fucking surprising.

Front cover based on the picture “billie jean mask 1a” by David MacKenzie, licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License.
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There is a FREE BOOK hidden in this text! Find it!
Hi there. Nice to meet you. Since we're about to become intimately acquainted, you can call me
Kat. I'm your friendly lesbian kink explorer, smut peddler and deluxe porn story author. My stories
are full of wonderfully depraved lesbian domination, doused with a good dose of peeing, some
rough fisting, stretching and hard insertions, anal as much as vaginal, a little bit of public
humiliation, abuse and degradation, with the occasional spanking and bondage, sometimes
coupled with some gratuitous sperm play in my rare bisexual moments and, of course, all of that
with lots and lots of beautiful, regular, naughty and oh-so-willing women.

I know, you're impressed already, right? So before you dive in and delve deep into the story and
your own orifices, let me use this precious moment of your time to tell you how you can get some
FREE, SELECT books of mine by just subscribing to my newsletter HERE. Also included are regular
updates on new stories and sales, and the occasional little gift. Yeah, I know, like you needed any
more incentives, but that's just how generous I am.

Well. Let me get out of your way, then, so nothing may stand anymore between you and orgasmic
bliss.

Enjoy,
Kat

P.S.:

CLICK THE FUCKING LINK TO GET YOUR FREE BOOK ALREADY!

For Elena, whose eyes have eyes.
Chapter 1
„White Cola. Pure-Fresh-Clean. For your needs. For your wants. For your life.“

Emma brushed the advertisement aside and cursed the server. If she wasn't at the end of her
credits, she wouldn't hang around here, but things being what they are… For a moment she
pondered, if she could get a White Cola for her otherself anyway. Then she'd have to go strip
again, that was certainly easy money anyway. But currently…

Currently she had other needs, she decided. And that's why she was here, on this cheap adserver,
where only shady characters were hanging out. The surroundings were simple, a few old tree
models were arranged to something like a park, which was lit by the occasional prefab street lamp.
The whole thing looked too jumbled and symmetrical to seem natural or even classy, but she
wasn't here for the surroundings anyway.

In the distance, she saw a few points of light, indicating other visitors or couples, which were at it
in the darkness of the trees, shrubs and pathways, and underneath the lamplight a few single
women were standing around, looking slightly bored and lightly, if cheaply dressed. She
approached one of them, whose profile indicated her name as “MistreSS DYRKSPYR”. She was in all
the usual groups and wore the equally usual shiny black getup, that Emma could spot everywhere
around here.

“Hi,” said Emma.

No response. Her otherself might just be afk, or busy somewhere else. M;istreSS didn't have a
truesign in her profile, but Emma was too aroused to care about that. She sighed and clicked a
White Cola for herself, just to feel like her needs weren't neglected. While she was still scraping
together the credits, MistreSS suddenly replied back.

“What you want?” she asked.

At least a female voice, Emma thought. Truesign or not, today she wasn't in the mood for guys and
at least wanted to believe she was with a woman. “I… discipline, mistress,” she said sternly. “I'm
here to experience discipline.”

MistreSS nodded and her eyes were moving slightly, indicating she was reading through Emma's
profile. “As I can see, we've got a few common interests,” she remarked dryly. “You want the
complete package?”

Emma nodded and took a deep breath. Oh yes, she thought. You don't even know how completely
I want that package. “Yes, mistress,” Emma answered. “I beg for immediate, harsh reprimand.”

The drone arrived when MistreSS took Emma by her hair and forced her to her knees. “Then start
acting like an obedient slut,” she hissed. Emma's otherself ignored the bot, who was holding the
Cola, and devoted herself to the situation. This was just the kind of treatment, she had been
hoping for, and the start was already promising. *

A lesbian cyberspace mystery
Just like every day, Emma is looking for a very special thrill on a kinky niche server
where she's looking for a Mistress for the night. Just when she was finally on her
knees and gets her mouth filled from the pussy of her mistress, her SIM-unit breaks
down, tearing her body and mind from the dreamlike state of cyberspace. Aroused,
bothered and eager for pleasure, will she find a way to get back in to finish the job?
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